
Like never before, ClicData will help you master the metrics of your operations, sales productivity, campaigns, ROI 
and KPI with actionable information that puts you ahead and accelerates your success.

Under the hood of our intuitive, dynamic dashboards is a technological engine originally designed for massive, 
complex data systems. Everything you need is included: from cloud-based integrated data warehousing with data 
history management, merges, transformations and more to drag-and-drop dashboard design that you can get up 
and running in minutes.

Dashboards Made Easy
Unleash the power of your data.

 Visit www.clicdata.com and get started!

All-in-one solution.

Exceptionally powerful, intelligent data warehousing.

Streamlined, dynamic dashboards.







Fully cloud-integrated.

Automatic, customized, accurate reporting on your terms.

Surprisingly affordable.







FAST ANALYSIS
On accurate data in minutes with no IT help.

SOPHISTICATED
Technology behind an easy, intuitive interface.

INTEGRATED
Data merges, data transformations, filtering and more with our online data 
warehouse.

REFRESHED
Up-to-date reporting keeps you on the leading edge of decision-making.

AUTOMATED
Updates and alerts, customized to your liking, and provided at your desired 
frequency.

POWERFUL
Manage, impress and succeed with curated, filtered views, analyses and 
reports. The power of data visualized.



Live in Minutes
• From signup to your 

first dashboard in less 
than 15 minutes.

• Instant cloud based 
data warehouse.

• Share your dashboard 
with your entire team 
immediately.

 Easy Integration
• Automate data 

refreshes and 
dashboard 
publications.

• Integrate live 
dashboards in 
websites, portals, and 
software.

• API available.

 Powerful and Secure
• Sophisticated data 

consolidation.
• Hosting audited by 

KPMG under SSAE 
16 and ISAE 3402 to 
obtain SOC 1, SOC 2 
and ISO 27001.

 Accessible
• Affordable 

subscriptions.
• Access from any 

device.
• Invite public access 

and/or set graduated 
privacy rules.

• Intuitive build-and-go.



CONNECT
Our sophisticated extraction processes are built to handle tremendously complex databases, 
and then simplified so you get all the power with ease of use. We’ll consolidate data from your 
numerous platforms into an intelligent, secure data warehouse — for up-to-the-minute, fresh 
analyses and reports — any time you need them.

CLICDATA for CONSULTANTS

• All-in-one cloud-based data management for every department: marketing, accounting, operations and business control 
and analyses.

• Streamline and simplify with our automated reporting, easy dashboards, and full range of privacy settings.
• Provide your clients with automated reports and alerts for ROI analysis, sales force performance, outcomes vs. investments 

and more.
• Easily train and empower clients with our accessible, intuitive interface and dynamic dashboards.
• Built upon software developed for complex databases, ClicData gives any size company the insights and analyses they need 

to succeed.

54/58 Rue Nationale, 59800 Lille, France
contact@clicdata.com

+33 3 66 32 10 96

 Visit www.clicdata.com and get started!

CUSTOMIZE
Lay out your reports exactly as you want them. You’ll design your dashboards and arrange 
your stats and analyses exactly as you want them — in under 15 minutes. Choose from an 
array of charts, tables, gauges, comments, images, info graphics and more to bring your 
insights to life.

ACCESS and SHARE
Access your dashboards in the office, on site, in meetings or on your mobile and get real-
time insights. Deliver dynamic analyses to your clients, measure performance against key 
business objectives, collaborate remotely! Upload dashboards for your department, group, 
meeting or the general public. Powerfully manage privacy, permissions and access. Harness 
the power of your data.


